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Abstract
For the past few years, the common input computer devices have 
not changed The communicating with computers at this moment 
are limited to mouse, keyboard, track ball, web-cam, light pen and 
etc. The existing input devices are adequate enough perform most 
of the function for a computer. Humans express motion patterns 
which are loosely called gestures; these patterns are variable but 
distinct and have an associated meaning. The Pattern recognition 
by any computer or machine is being researched. This paper is a 
result of our implementations using ANNs for analyzing human 
motions patterns.
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I. Introduction
A gesture is a form of non-verbal communication in which visible 
bodily actions communicate particular mess-ages, either in place 
of speech or together and in parallel with words. Gestures include 
movement of the hands, face, or other parts of the body [1]. 

Fig. 1: Architecture of Back Propagating Neural Networks
 
Neural networks, with their remarkable ability to derive meaning 
from complicated or imprecise data, can be used to extract patterns 
and detect trends that are too complex to be noticed by either 
humans or other computer techniques. 
A trained neural network can be thought of as an “expert” in the 
category of information it has been given to analyze [2]. “what 
if” questions. Other advantages of neural networks for gesture 
recognition process include [3]:

A. Adaptive Learning
An ability to learn how to do tasks based on the data given for 
training or initial experience. 

B. Self-Organization
An ANN can create its own organization or representation of the 
information it receives during learning time. 

C. Real Time Operation
ANN computations may be carried out in parallel, and special 
hardware devices are being designed and manufactured which 
take advantage of this capability. 

D. Fault Tolerance Via Redundant Information Coding
Partial destruction of a network leads to the corresponding 
degradation of performance. However, some network capabilities 
may be retained even with major network damage. 
In practice, ANNs are especially useful for classification and 
function approximation mapping problems which are tolerant 
of some imprecision [2], which have lots of training data 
available.

II. Related Work
Richard Watson,“A Survey of Gesture Recognition Techniques 
Technical Report”, [1]. Processing speeds have increased 
dramatically bitmapped displays allow graphics to be rendered 
and updated at increasing rates and in general computers have 
advanced to the point where they can assist humans in complex 
tasks The context of sign language for example would be syntactic 
and semantic information in the signed sentence along with facial 
expression and body movement [4].
William T. Freeman and Michal Roth,“Orientation Histograms 
for Hand Gesture Recognition” [2]. 
The Authors present a method to recognize hand gestures, based 
on a pattern recognition technique developed by McConnell 
employing histograms of local orientation [4].  The Authors use the 
orientation histogram as a feature vector for gesture classification 
and interpolation. This method is simple and fast to compute, and 
others some robustness to scene illumination changes.  The Authors 
have implemented a real-time version, which can distinguish a 
small vocabulary of about 10 different hand gestures. All the 
computation occurs on a workstation; special hardware is used 
only to digitize the image. 

III. Proposed Work
Gesture recognition with large data set is a computationally 
expensive task with models requiring a large amount of parameters 
to obtain good error rates [6]. As we have discussed in this report 
that there are various techniques available for Gesture recognition 
namely: Neural Networks, Hidden Markov Models and Genetic 
Algorithms and others.
The main advantage of using Neural Networks in Gesture Pattern 
Recognition is its low computational burden when compared with 
other techniques such as Hidden Markov Models [7]. The main 
drawback when compared to Hidden Markov Models is that it 
does not take into account the temporal evolution of the signals 
(Gesture, signature, etc.) because all the vectors are mixed up in 
the input gesture. 
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Fig. 2: Flow Chart Depicting the Training Diagram of the Gesture 
Recognition System

Above is the flow chart for the training procedure of the Gesture 
Recognition process under Neural Networks, the Network is 
trained using MATLAB “nftool” or Neural Network fitting Tool. 
The Gestures were collected by various automation scripts.  
Following table pre-sets a sample of collected gestures and related 
target values.

Table 1. Collected Gestures and Related Target Values Sample
Horizontal Vertical Diagonal Target

Left-Right Don’t 
Care Don’t Care 90,88,85,80,78,75

Don’t Care Up-Down Don’t Care 0,10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80,90
Don’t Care Down-up Don’t Care 60,52,40,35,30,24,20,10,5,0

Right-Left Don’t 
Care Don’t Care 15,20,25,30,40,50,60,70,80,90

Left-Right Don’t 
Care Upwards 90,80,70,60,50,40,30,20,10,0

Right-Left Don’t 
Care Upwards 0,2,7,8,12,15,18,21,24,26,30

IV. Results and Analysis
We worked mainly on Gesture recognition and using Neural 
Networks and have successfully demonstrated that Neural 
Networks can be used for the Gesture recognition in with more 

than 99.7% success rate. As we concluded in our results that the 
system we devised using neural networks produced less error 
rates in gesture recognition as oppose to using only one method 
at a time.

Fig. 3: Error of the System After Training Process

Preprocessing, Feature Extraction and Recognition are the three 
steps that were carried out to test recognition.. Researchers all 
over the world are trying to develop a perfect Gesture Recognition 
system.  
Our results show that the system we devised using neural networks 
produced less error rates in gesture recognition as oppose to 
using only one method at a time. This Process However is time 
consuming and resource intensive, it took us a lot of effort to 
produce significant results.
There have been many advancements in same and research in 
digital signal processing over the years but computer machines 
are unable to match the performance of their human utterances in 
terms of accuracy of matching and speed of response.

Fig. 4: Regression Rests of the Gestures Showing More Than 
98% success rate of Recognition
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V. Conclusion
 Human gestures provide the most important means for non-
verbal interaction among people. At present, artificial neural 
networks are emerging as the technology of choice for many 
applications, such as pattern recognition, gesture recognition, 
prediction, system identification, and control. ANN provides good 
and powerful solution for gesture recognition and as described 
earlier Artificial Neural networks are applicable to multivariate 
non-linear problems. It has a fast computational ability. 
The ability of neural nets to generalize makes them a natural 
for gesture recognition. We have successfully demonstrated that 
Neural Networks can be used for the Gesture recognition in with 
more than 99.7% success rate. As we concluded in our results 
that the system we devised using neural networks produced less 
error rates in gesture recognition as oppose to using only one 
method at a time.

VI. Future Scope
We have discussed in this paper about work that has been done 
in the field of gesture recognition and use of ANNs. In future 
Following areas are still remaining for further research 
Improving both CPU and Memory Resource consumed by the 
process
Selecting Genetic algorithms instead of Neural Networks.
Optimizing genetic algorithms in areas such as population 
selection algorithms, Genealogy, cross over and mutation of 
children generations.
Using Improved Neural Networks if available or develop 
methodologies for better neural networks
Using Statistical techniques such Hidden Markov Models instead 
of Neural Networks.
General areas such as improved Gesture processing techniques 
and other various improvements.
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